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COMPARISON OF SUPERCRITICAL AND CON L• NTI.ONAL WING

FLUTTER CIIARACTCRISTICS

Abstract

To evaluate the ...earn that the flutter char-

acteristics of supercritical wings might be signiF-

icantly different from those of wings with colrven-

tional airfoils, a wind-tunnel study was undertaken

to directly compare the measured flutter boundaries

of two dynamically similar aeroelastic models which

i.ad the same planform, maximum thickness-to-chord

ratio, and as nearly identical stiffness and mass

distributions as possible, with one wing having a

supercritical airfoil and the other a conventional

airfoil. The considerations and problems associated

with flutter testing supercritical wing models at

or near design lift coefficients are discussed.

and the measured transonic boundaries of the two

wings are compared with boundaries calculated with

a subsonic lifting surface theory.

Introduction

The supercritical wing concept holds much

promise for increased aerodynamic efficiency and

for allowing more efficient structural design. Of

some concern to an aeroelastician is the possi-

bility that wings with supercritical airfoil sec-

tions exhibit aerodynamic characteristics substan-

tiallydifHereni from those of wings with conven-

tioual airfoils. Reference 1 presents a good

discussion of the different aerodynamic character-

istics of supercritical and conventional. airfoils.

Figure 1 from Reference 1 indicates schematically

some of the aerodynamic differences. For instance,

in addition to the delayed rise in drag as sonic

speed is approached, higher lift coefficients are

attainable, the center of pressure is generally

located farther downstream, and the pressure

distribution may be more sensitive to perturba-

tions in the airfoil shape. There has been, there-

fore, son
p
 concern that the flutter characteristics

of such a wing might be significantly different

from those of wings with conventional airfoils,

and that special model flutter testing techniques,

such as testing at or near the design lift coef-

ficient, might be required. This paper presents

some results of a study that was undertaken to

evaluate this concern, cc determine unique problems

if any, associated with wind-tunnel testing of

supercritical wing flutter models, and to evaluate

the sditability of a: typical current transonic

flutter analysis procedure for supercritical wings.

Modeling and Testing Considerations

Approach

mass distributions as possible. One had a super-

critical airfoil and the other a conventional air-

foil. The configuration chosen for the supercritical

wing model was that of the research wing on the

modiffed TF-8A airplane, shown in Figure 2 (Ref. 1),

which was used as a test bed to evaluate under full-

scale conditions the aerodynamic performance pre-

dicted by wind-tunnel studies. It was convenient

to use this wing configuration because the geometry,

including airfoil sections, were already defined and

experimental pressure distribution data were avail-

able. The wing geometry simulated that which would

be applicable to a high-speed transport aircraft but

structurally the TF-BA. supercritical wing was

"boilerplate" in the sense that it was relatively

much more stiff (to minimize contour distortions)

than 'a transport wing structure. Therefore, in

order to have a model wing with stiffness levels

more nearly like a transport wing and to permit

flutter speeds attainable in the wind tunnel, the

stiffness and mass levels used for the flutter model

were considerably reduced from those of the TF-8A

research wing although the distributions of stiff-

ness and mass of the model were similar to those of

the full-scale wing.

Model Design Considerations

Since there were, at the time of the model

design, tentative plans to build a more realistic-

ally flexible supercritical wing for the TF-8A air-

plane for later studies of aeroelastic effects, it

was decided to design the model for the present

studies so Clint associated components (i.e., side-

wall half-body, balance, etc.) could be used for

future flutter c1l earance and correlation studies

for flight/wind-tunnel aeroelastic deformation.

These considerations led to a half-body representa-

tion of the TF-BA fuselage for tunnel wall mounting

the wing, and a geometric scale factor of 0.27.

The 0.27-scale factor permits simultaneous Fronde

number scaling (for static deflections), and Mach

number scaling, when the model is tested in Freon

in the Langley Research Center Transonic Dynamics

Tunnel (TOT) at simulated flight cruise altitudes.

In addition, of course, the large scale increases

the model Reynolds number, which. for these tests

varied from about 3 to  million, based on the

streamwise chord at the two-thirds semispan station..

Figure 3 is a photograph of the supercritical wing

model mounted in the TDT an the TF-BA half-fuselage.

Note that the airplane engine air inlet at the

bottom of the fuselage under the cockpit has been

faired into the nose contour. No empennage was

simulated other than including an equivalent cross-

sectional area near the rear of the fuselage.
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The approach selected was to directly compare

the measured flutter characteristics of two

dynamically similar transonic aeroelastic models

which had the same planform, maximum thickness-to-

chord . ratio and as nearly identical stiffness and

The companion "conventional" wing .model was

geometrically identical to the supercritical wing

model at the root thus allowing proper fairing into

the fuselage half-body.. On the conventional wing,.

airfoil sections derived from those of a current

wide-body jet transport were used from the wing tip

to 24-percent semispan. Airfoil sections from this

location inboard were generated by tangentially



fairing constant percent chord lines between the	Wind Tunnel and Test Procedure
root airfoil surface (common to bock models) and

the airfoil surface at the 242 semispan strcion.	The models were tested In the Langley Research

Figure 4 is a schematic drawing showing the planform Center Transonic Dynamics Tunnel. This tunnel has a

and size of the two model wings and their relation-	4.e8-meter (16-ft) square test section with cropped

Ship to the half-body and sidewall mount.	corners and is a return-flow, variable-pressure,

slotted-throat wind tunnel. It is capable of opera-

The wings were mounted on a force balance in	Lion at stagnation pressures Ernm about 1724 N/m2

the fuselage half-body. The balance was attached	(114 lb/in2) to atmospheric pressure and at Mach

to a tunnel sidewall turntable which could be	numbers up to 1.2. Mach number end dynamic pressure

rotated to change the wing and half-body angle of	can be varied independently with either air or

attack. The balance measured only static forces	Freon-12 used as a test medium. Freon-12 was used

on the wing. Electrical resistance wire strain	in the present investigation. Average stagnation

gages mounted on the wings wore rsad to record	temperature during the tests was approximately 49° C

model motions..	 (120° F). In addition to the model instrumentation

mentioned previously, motion-picture and still

Model Fronerties
	

cameras were used to record model dynamic motions

and static deflections.

The construction techniques used for both

wings were identical. The wings, one of which is

shown in Figure 5 before the lower skin was applied,

were fabricated with continuous fiberglass skins

to provide the smooth surface desirable for super-

critical flow. The fiberglass skins, which pro-

vided the required design stiffness distributions

for the wings, were stabilized with a full depth

phenolic impregnated nylon honeycomb core. Bal-

lasting masses were inserted in the core co obtain

the desired mass distributions. The masses of the

supercritical and conventional wings were. 21.205 kg

(46.75 lbm) and 21.546 kg (47.50 lbm), respec-

tively. The measured bending and torsion stiff-

ness distributions of the two wings are compared

in Figure 6, and the first four measured natural

frequencies generalized masses, and node lines of

the conventional and supercritical wings are com-

pared in Figure 7. The generalized masses are

based on mode shapes normalized to unity at the

point of maximum measured modal deflection for
each mode. The structural properties of the two

wings are seen to be quite similar.

Since the supercritical and conventional

wings experience different aerodynamic load distri-

butions, it was desirable to design each wing

Individually to a "no-wind jig shapes" such that at

a particular tunnel Mach number and dynamic pres-

sure, each wing deforms under 1-g aerodynamic

loads in a manner so that the deflections of the

leading and trailing edges. of the conventional

wing are approximately the same as those of the

supercritical wing. This "shape" can be con-

sidered the "cruise shape' and the tunnel Mach

number and dynamic pressure 'bruise conditions."

The simulated design tunnel cruise conditions

chosen for the two wings were%

Conventional	Supercritical

Mach Number	0.90	0.99

Dynamic Pressure 2_73 kn/m 2	2.20 kn /n2.
(57 Ibf/sq/ft) (46 lbf/sq/ft)

Lift Coefficient '0.30	0.37

Lift	-	769N(173 lbf)	769(173 lbf)

The no-wind jig shapes of the conventional and

supercritical wings are shown in Figure R in

terms of the spanwise deviation of the elastic

axis (essentially the 502 chord line)from a

reference point at the wing root. Also shown is

the twist angle measured near the tip.

In order to realistically simulate wing defor-

mation due to 1-g lift, the model angle of attack

was adjusted to maintain a. reasonably constant load

of 769 Newtons (173 lbf) (the design lift condition)

while searching for the flutter boundaries. Fig-

ure 9 illustrates the manner in which the tests were

generally conducted. The open symbol indicates the

point at which the conventional wing should be

deformed to the 'bruise shape." (Rough measurements

indicated that the cruise shapes of the two wings

actually were not precisely the same. This may have

been due to slight differences in stiffness or to

inaccuracies in calculated aerodynamic loads used

to define the jig shapes.) If this point is con-

sidered to be the tunnel condition which simulates

a transport airplane "cruise" velocity and altitude,

then the corresponding required 1.2 VD flutter

safety margin (typically) would be as indicated.

Assuming the airplane wing stiffness is properly

simulated, then the model wings would progressively

deform as would those of a constant weight airplane

as the flutter boundary is approached. At flutter

onset . fast-acting tunnel bypass valves were opened

which rapidly reduced Mach number and dynamic pres-

sure before model damage occurred.

Discussion. and Results

Flutter Calculations

Flutter calculations for both the supercritical

and conventional wings have been made using measured

mode shapes and generalized masses of the first slx.

structural modes. Downwash collocation points were

specified at 10 spanwise stations with six points

along the streamwise chord at each station. These

calculations., which employed subsonic lifting sur-

face theory (Ref. 2) in computer programs that are

partially described in Reference 3, made no allow-

ance for airfoil shape since the lifting surface is

modeled as a flat plate. Differences in calcu-

lated flutter cuaracteristics of the supercritical

and conventional wings are therefore attributable

only to the structural .differences between the

wings as reflected in the natural vibration

characteristics..

Calculated dynamic pressures at flutter and

flutter frequencies are shown in Figure 10 for Mach

numbers from 0.6 to 0.99. The calculated dynamic

pressure at flutter for the conventional wing.

(Fig. 10(a)) was consistently lower than chat of the

supercritical wing throughout the Mach number range.

Since subsonic kernel function aerodynamics were

used, the results at Mach numbers near one arc. not

2
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reliable and can only be used to make relative

comparisons between the two wings.

The calculated flutter frequencies shown in

Figure 10(b) are between the frequencies of the

first two structural modes (see Fig. 7). From

V-g plots (velocity versus damping) it could be

seen that the second bending mode damping became

negative at the flutter point.

Values of the mass ratio, p (ratio of the mass

of the wing to the mass of test medium contained in

the volume generated by revolving each streamwise

chord about its midpoint), at flutter varied from

about 8 at 0.6 Mach number up to approximately 30

at 0.99 Mach number.

of the same planform was tented, This wing can-

slated of an aluminum plate which was covered with

balsa to obtain the same airfnil shape as the con-

ventional wing with the same spanwise thickness

distribution but with no camber. The node lines and

order of frequencies for the first three structural

modes were similar to the larpe wings. The flutter

characteristics of the small model were similar to

those of the larger wings. it fluttered at a fre-

quency between the first and second natural mode

and the flutter boundary exhibited the same rapid

decrease near Mach 1 followed by a rapid recovery

as was found with the Larger wings. It is therefore

concluded that the extreme transonic dips exhibited

by the larger wings were characteristics of the

configurations.

Wind-Tunnel Results

Measured dynamic pressures at flutter and

flutter frequencies Ear the supercritical and the

conventional wing are shown in Figures 11 and 12,

respectively. Curves from the calculated results

in Figure 10 are shown again for comparison with

the experimental results. Qualitatively, the

flutter characteristics of the two wings were quite

similar. Figures 11(a) and 12(a) indicate that

below 0.8 Mach number the calculated and measured

dynamic pressures are in fairly good agreement,

with the measured values being slightly greater.

Above 0.8 Mach number the measured dynamic pressures

decrease rapidly with Mach number to a minimum

between 1.00 and 1.05 and then increase rapidly..

The point an the high Mach. number side of the dip

were obtained by first bringing the tunnel.speed

up to about 1.1 Mach number at low dynamic pressurr

increasing dynamic pressure at a constant Mach

number to a level above the lowest flutter point

and then decreasing Mach number until the flutter

boundary was reached. As the dynamic pressure was

increased between Mach numbers of 1.00 and 1.05

the wing response changed very gradually from low

oscillations to sustained flutter. Consequently,

the minimum dynamic pressure at flutter in this

region was not precisely . defined but lies somewhere

I. the crosshatched area.

From Figures 11(b) and 12(b) it may be seen

that the calculated flutter frequencies are

generally in good agreement with measured values

both in magnitude and trend with Mach number.

As mentioned previously, the general test pro-

cedure was to try to obtain flutter points with a

constant nominal lift of 769 Newtons (173 lbf) on

each wing (lift at the hypothetical design cruise

point). A few test conditions which were repeated

with the lift about 50% below the nominal value did

not show a significant effect of lift on the

flutter condition.. The test data were not adequate,

however, to show conclusively that the flutter

response was completely independent of lift..

The conventional wing was tested with and with-

out transition strips on the upper and lower sur-

faces to determine what effect, if any, boundary

layer tripping might have on the flutter character-

istics. No significant effect was noted (Fig. 12).

AllA tests of the supercritical wing were conducted

with transition strips.

.To study the possibility that the rapid dip in

the measured flutter boundaries might be due to

tunnel wall interference effects, a 40% size model

The curves of m. asured flu L]er dynamic pressure

versus Mach number shown on Figures 11 and i2 are

shown again in Figure 13 for direct comparison.

At subsonic Mach numbers the boundary for the super-

critical wing is above the conventional wing as

was predicted by the flutter calculations (reflect-

ing the slight differences in =rcuctural pronerties

of the two wings). In the transonic region, how-

ever, the supercritical wing boundary decreases

more rapidly and the minimum flutter point occurs

at a dynamic pressure which is below the conven-

tional wing boundary.

An attempt has been made to adjust the measured

results to remove the difference between the bound-

aries of the two wings due to differences in struc-

tural properties. i, or the calculated flutter

points shown in Figure 10, the flutter dynamic pres-

sure ratio, gconventional/gsupereritical, has an

average value of 0.94. In Figure 14 the super-

critical wing boundary has been multiplied by 0.94

and is shown for comparison with the unadjusr,ed.

conventional wing boundary. Thus, when the effects

of structural differences are accounted for by use

of the subsonic calculated flutter boundaries, it is

seen that up to about 0.9 Mach number, the experi-

mental boundaries are almost identical, but the

transonic dip is much more pronounced for the

supercritical wing.

There are several possible factors which may

have caused the minimum flutter dynamic pressure

of the supercrit'cal wing to be as much as 302

below that of the conventional wing. It may be

that the effects of the slight differences in modal

characteristics of the two .wings are not completely

accounted for in the Mach region from 0.9 to 1.05

by application of a constant factor (based on sub-

sonic calculations) throughout the Mach number

range, although it would be difficult r. rational-

ire that the small structural differences alone

could account for the difference in the transonic

dips shown.

Another possibility is that airfoil shape

effects account for some or all of the difference

in the flutter boundaries in the sonic range. The

nature of these effects have not been definitely

ascertained. Unpublished data, obtained from a

smaller steel pressure . model, also having the same

geometry as the F8 supercritical research wing,

Indicate a 50% to 752 increase in lift-curve-slope

at low angles of attack over Lhe Mach number range

From about 0.8 to 1.0. The large increase in

life-curve-slope as sonic speed is approached is

likely to be an important factor In the relatively

sharp transonic dip of both wings since the flutter

_-__-_____ .______.	
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dynamic pressure tends to be approximately propor-

tional to the inverse of lift-curve-slope. Nnfur-

innately, no directly comparable lift-curve-slope

data are available for the conventional wing used

in the current tests so that it is not possible to

definitely attribute the more severe transonic

dip of the supercritical wing to relatively higher

limit-curve-slopes. (Such a comparison will he the

subject of a future study.) However, then- Is

some evidence (Ref. 4, for example) to suggest

that a supercrILLCaI wing designed for optimum

aerodynamic characteristics at a high subsonic

Plach number can exhibit higher lift-curve-slopes

near the design Mich number than a si,rilar Wing

with conventional airfoil sections.

Another chara:teriSLLe of the supercritical

airfoil that may contribute to the difference in

the flutter boundaries is the more "aft loaded"

condition of supercritical wings. Chordwi.se

pressure distributions measured on the two wings

at the 65% semi-span station showed, us expected,

the center of pressure on the supercritical wing

to be considerably further downstream than that of

the conventional wing. Unsteady aerodynamic forces

acting on the wing due to alternately separating

and attaching flow and oscillating shocks there-

fore may more effectively produce unsteady tor-

sional moments an the supercriti • .:1 wing.

It should be noted that even it the lower

minimum flutter dynamic pressure of the super-

critical wing is wholly attributable to airfoil

shape effects, the supercritical airfoil shape

offers the possibility for greater Stnctural

efficiency as a compensating factor. For instance,

it should be possible to obtain a stiffer structure

for a given structural weight due to the near

maximum thickness of the supercritical wing that is

maintained aver a larger fraction of the chard. In

the present study this benefit was not utilized, of

course, since the intent was to have the structural

stiffnesses of the two wings as nearly the same as

possible.

Finally, it should be noted that the results

of this study are directly applicable only to the

particular high-speed configurations studied.

Care should be exercised in applying the results

to other supercritical configura Lions until the

mechanisms which produce the observed differences

in flutter characteristics are defined.

Concludinn Remarks

Experimental and analytical studies to compare

the flutter characteristics of a high-speed,

transport-type, supercritical wing with Lhose of a

nearly structurally identical wing that had conven-

tional airfoil sections indicate the following:

Subsonic kernel function aerodynamic theory

predicted very well the flutter boundary of both

the supercritical and canventional wings up to

about 0.85 Mach number. Analvti.cal results did

not indicate the large tr:nson Lt dip determined

experimentally for both wings.

Analytical rusuits indicated that unwanted

structural dissimilarities between the Lwa wings

had the effect of causing the dynamic pressures

at flutter of the conven Lionel wing to be about

94% of Norse of the supercritical wing.

The natural vibration modes that coalesced to

produce flutter were the same for both the super-

crlciLal and conventional wings.

No effete of lift on the flutter cinnracteris-

tics of either wing were discernible when lift was

reduced by 507-

'Pests on a 40% size simplified model of the

conventional wing indicated the same rapid decrease

in flutter dynamic pressure and rapid recovery near

Bloch 1 as was exhibi`^I by the larger models.

With structural dissimilarities accounted for

by application of the subsonic analytical results,

the flutter boundaries of the supercritical and

conventional wings were nearly identical up to a

Mach number of about 0.9 after which the super-

critical wing experienced a much more pronounced

transonic dip.

The results indicate a need for further studies

to determine explicitly the aerodynamic mechanisms

which contribute to the observed differences in the

flutter characteristics of supercritical and con-

ventional wings.
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Figure '. F-8 airplane with transport type super-

critical wing in Flight.

Figure 5. photograph of supercritical wing panel

before bonding of lower surface skin.
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SUPERCRITICAL CONVENTIONAL

FREQUENCY Ht FREQUENCY Hz
MODE NODE LINES NODE LINES

FIR ST BEND 5.29 5.47

SECOND BEND 18.08_ 19.13____

FIRSTTORSION 77.10 36.50--_--.

THIRD BEND 428_._ 46.0_._.._

(a) Frequencies and node lines.
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Figure 9. Test Procedure for obtaining flutter

boundary.
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MODE

SUPERCRITICAL WING CONVENTIONAL WING

GENERAL GENERAL
FREQUENCY MASS

H2 K9 142 K9

FIRST BENDING 5.29 .85 5.47 .35

SECOND BENDING 18.08 .47 19.13 47

FIRST TORSION 37.10 .97 36.50 92

THIRD BENDING 42.8 .29 46.0 29

(b) Frequencies and generalized masses.

Figure 7. Comparison of measured natural fre-

quencies, node lines, and generalized masses.
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(a) Flutter boundary.
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Figure 8. Measured no-wind Position of elastic

axis ("fig shape").
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(b) Flutter frequency.

Figure 10. Calculated flutter boundaries and

frequencies.
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(a) Flutter boundary.
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(b) Flutter frequency.

Figure 12. Comparison of measured and calCUlated

flutter characteristics of conventional wing.
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(b) Flutter frequency.
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Figure 11. Comparison of measured and calculated	 0 , 5	.6	.7	.8	.9	1.0	LI
flutter characteristics of supercritical wing.	 MACH NUMBER

Figure 13. Comparison of measured flutter boundaries

of conventional and supercritical wings unadjusted

for structural differences.
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Figure 14. Comparison of conventional wing Flutter

(a) Flutter bound=_ry.	boundary, with adjusted supercritical wing boundary.
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